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Re: Overview of Milliman Modeling Methodology  

 

Overview of Milliman Modeling Methodology 

 

As previously indicated, the R&A Report contains a detailed description of the Milliman 

modeling methodology that was used as the basis of our analysis (pages 9-11 of the R&A 

Report).  We think it would be helpful to provide a detailed written overview of the model to 

ensure that all have a complete understanding of the project model.   

 

Step 1 of the Projection Model -- Stochastic Modeling Process.   

 

The first step in the projection model is to use a stochastic modeling process to generate 

500,000 potential gain or loss outcomes.1  To generate the 500,000 potential outcomes, 

Milliman uses 13 different categories of potential risks and contingencies arising from 

GHMSI’s operations, or risk “factors”.2   

 

To be clear, each category of a potential risk or contingency (each “factor”) consists of a 

series of probabilities that the risk or contingency event will result in a specified percentage 

change in GHMSI’s surplus, expressed as a percentage of GHMSI’s non-FEP insured 

premium.  In other words, each of the 13 categories of risk or contingency events is 

                                                 
1The R&A Report refers to hundreds of thousands of potential gain or loss outcomes that are generated by the 

stochastic modeling process, which, in this case, is a reference to 500,000 potential gain or loss outcomes generated 

for the GHMSI analysis.   

 
2 Twelve of these categories and the probability distribution for each category were set forth in 12 charts attached to 

correspondence from Milliman that previously was provided to DC Appleseed as part of your March 14, 2014 

response to DC Appleseed’s request for information.   

 

With respect to the 13th category, the Milliman model did not initially incorporate a probability distribution with 

respect to GHMSI’s projected premium growth into its projection model.  As described in the R&A Report, 

Milliman subsequently incorporated the probability of premium growth levels in its projection model (see page 19-

20 and pages 28-30 of the R&A Report) at R&A’s request.   
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expressed in the form of its own probability distribution of the likelihood that each risk or 

contingency will occur and the accompanying severity of the event.   

 

To perform the stochastic testing, Milliman input all of the probability distributions for each 

of the 13 categories of risk or contingency events into its automated projection model.  Based 

on the probability that each event will occur and the associated severity of the event, the 

automated model ran 500,000 combinations and permutations pertaining to the various 

probability distributions to generate gain or loss outcomes.  The number of times that any 

specific value for one of the 13 events regarding a particular severity is selected to generate 

each of the 500,000 gain or loss outcomes is based on the likelihood that the event will occur 

(i.e., its probability).   

 

DC Appleseed has asked for a description of the extremely adverse events leading to the 

most extreme loss outcomes.  DC Appleseed also has suggested that the DISB needs to know 

the specific values of the 13 categories that generated the four particular loss outcomes that 

R&A requested from Milliman.   

 

On this point, it is important to understand how the modeling process works and key aspects 

of the work that we performed during this review:  analyzing the probability distributions for 

the 13 risk and contingency event categories and, where appropriate, making adjustments to 

the probability and severity of each event.  The particular value that was used to generate 

each gain or loss outcome simply is an automated function of the probability distribution for 

that category.  Neither Milliman nor R&A selected the specific values that led to the selected 

loss outcomes.  Rather, these values were generated automatically by the stochastic modeling 

software based on the selected probability distributions.    

 

Because the particular value that was generated by the automated model simply is a function 

of the probability distribution for that category, it is not necessary to know each selected 

value—we simply need to know that the probability distributions used to automatically 

generate the selected values are appropriate.  Again, R&A appropriately spent significant 

time analyzing the 13 risk and contingency events and has provided the DISB with more than 

sufficient information regarding that analysis to allow the DISB to make an informed 

decision regarding GHMSI’s surplus position. 

 

Step 2 of the Projection Model – Selection of Loss Outcomes.   

 

The second step in the projection model begins with ranking the 500,000 gain or loss 

outcomes, as generated by the stochastic model process, from the most favorable gain 

outcome to the least favorable loss outcome.  A loss outcome, as calculated by the projection 

model, is expressed in the form of the change in GHMSI’s surplus as a percentage of non-

FEP premium.   

 

Ranking the 500,000 gain and loss outcomes is an automated process that the projection 

model performs after Step 1 is complete (the stochastic model process).  These ranked gain 

and loss outcomes represent a series of data points from which one or more of these data 
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points—or gain or loss outcomes—can be chosen as an input into the final step in the 

projection model—the development of a pro forma financial statement for GHMSI.   

 

The decision that needs to be made in the identification of a particular loss outcome for input 

in the pro forma financial statement is choosing the level of confidence needed to ensure that 

GHMSI’s surplus does not fall below a selected RBC level.3  For example, if R&A 

determined that a particular RBC level should be satisfied at a 98% confidence level, R&A 

would ask Milliman to use the loss outcome that leads to the 98th worst outcome of the 

500,000 gain and loss outcomes, as generated by the stochastic model process, for input into 

the pro forma financial statement.   

 

DC Appleseed has asked for all 500,000 ranked gain and loss outcomes.  It is important to 

understand that the automated process by which the gain and loss outcomes are generated 

simply is a step in the modeling process.  Those outcomes are based on the probability 

distributions for each of the 13 categories of risk or contingency events.   It is not necessary 

to know each gain or loss outcome that resulted from the stochastic model process—we 

simply need to know that the probability distributions used to automatically generate the loss 

and gain outcomes are appropriate and which loss outcome, for example, is the 98th worst 

outcome.  Again, R&A appropriately spent significant time analyzing the 13 risk and 

contingency events and has provided the DISB with more than sufficient information 

regarding that analysis to allow the DISB to make an informed decision regarding GHMSI’s 

surplus position. 

 

Step 3 of the Projection Model – Pro Forma Financial Statement Process.   

 

The third and final step in the projection model is to determine the amount of surplus 

(expressed as an RBC level) that GHMSI needs to allow it to maintain a specific RBC level 

with a selected degree of confidence.  The necessary amount of surplus is calculated by 

including a particular loss outcome, as generated and selected in Step 2, and incorporating 

that loss outcome into a pro forma financial statement for GHMSI.   

 

The pro forma financial statement is a tool developed by Milliman to determine what the 

impact on GHMSI’s surplus would be if the selected loss outcome were in fact to occur.  The 

pro forma consists of a three-year projected income statement for GHMSI that is constructed 

in the following manner:   

 

 Milliman began to build the pro forma income statement by inputting values for specific 

line items that act as the starting values as of 12/31/11 for those statement items.  The 

values for these specific line items were provided by GHMSI to Milliman for purposes 

of building the pro forma income statement.  These values were based either on 

forecasted figures provided to Milliman by GHMSI or on annual statement information.  

Although DC Appleseed did not specifically requested the values for these specific 

items, GHMSI and Milliman agreed to provide those values.  You provided these values 

                                                 
3 Because this aspect of the analysis of GHMSI’s surplus position focuses on GHMSI’s potential adverse financial 

conditions, only loss outcomes (not gain outcomes) are selected for input into the pro forma financial statements.   
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and Milliman’s source for the values in your response to DC Appleseed’s question 4 in 

its 4/25/14 letter.4   

 

 By performing calculations that used those specific line items provided by GHMSI, 

Milliman then developed values as of 12/31/11 for additional line items in the pro forma 

income statement.  For example, GHMSI provided Milliman with a starting value for 

estimated 2011 non-FEP insured (one of the forecasted figures provided by GHMSI to 

Milliman).  From that starting value, Milliman calculated other pro forma income 

statement line items. 

 

 Once all of the necessary line items were calculated and input into the pro forma 

statement, the completed pro forma income statement as of 12/31/11 acted as the starting 

point for the next stage in the pro forma income statement development process.   

 

 Taking the pro forma income statement as of 12/31/11 as the starting point, Milliman 

next applied the selected loss outcome (calculated and chosen as described in Step 2, 

above) to construct a three-year pro forma income statement for 2012-2014.  

 

                                                 
4 Milliman provided these values, as well as assumptions used in the pro forma income statement and additional 

information concerning the pro forma model, to R&A to be provided in response to DC Appleseed’s 4/25/14 

questions.  These assumptions and values, as well as the additional information concerning the pro forma model 

provided in this response, are consistent with those underlying Milliman’s May 31, 2011 report for CareFirst titled 

“Group Hospitalization and Medical Services, Inc.; Development of Optimal Surplus Target Range” (Milliman 2011 

Report).  Milliman requested that certain disclosures and limitations on the use of the information it has been 

provided be included in the information we provide to you.   

 

The following disclosure and limitations apply to the information described above, as well as other materials 

provided to R&A that relate to the Milliman 2011 Report and R&A’s review of that report.  The referenced 

materials relate to the Milliman 2011 Report.  They should be considered only in connection with that report; 

applicable terms and concepts are not repeated here.  Judgments as to the conclusions contained in this material 

should be made only after studying that report in its entirety.   

  
The Milliman 2011 Report and the material described in the response were developed for the exclusive use of 

GHMSI management, for its internal consideration in connection with surplus targets.  Milliman understands that 

GHMSI may wish to share this material with regulators and their professional advisors in the District of Columbia, 

Maryland and Virginia, or other appropriate regulators.  Milliman has granted permission, so long as the entire 

Milliman 2011 Report is provided.  Milliman recommends that any party receiving this material have its own 

actuary or other qualified professional review this material to ensure that the party understands the assumptions and 

uncertainties inherent in our estimates.  Milliman does not intend to benefit any third party either through this 

analysis or by granting permission for this material to be shared with other parties.  This information is provided 

subject to the condition that it is for use only in DISB proceedings related to 2011 GHMSI surplus. 

  
In developing this material Milliman relied on data and other information provided by GHMSI.  Milliman did not 

audit or verify this data or information.  If the underlying data or information is inaccurate or incomplete, the results 

of Milliman’s analysis may likewise be inaccurate or incomplete.  It is certain that the expectations for GHMSI in 

the future and the subsequent actual experience of GHMSI will not conform exactly to the assumptions used in this 

analysis.  The authors of this material are Consulting Actuaries for Milliman, are members of the American 

Academy of Actuaries, and meet the Qualification Standards of the American Academy of Actuaries to render the 

actuarial opinions contained herein. 
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 In addition to inputting the selected loss outcome into the pro forma income statement, 

the income statement was constructed to include certain assumptions with respect to 

GHMSI’s operations during the projection period.  For example, Milliman’s 

assumptions included investment income of 3.75% on invested assets during the three-

year projection period.  These assumptions were based on figures provided to Milliman 

by GHMSI and assumptions developed by Milliman.   All of the assumptions that were 

incorporated into the pro forma income statement’s construction and the source of those 

assumptions are described in your response to question 4.   

 

 As with the values that act as starting values for specific line items in the pro forma, 

GHMSI provided Milliman with the assumptions that were used to construct the income 

statement.  These values were based on forecasted figures that were developed by 

GHMSI.   

 

 As the final step in the pro forma financial statement process, Milliman determined how 

much surplus GHMSI would need at the beginning of the three-year projection period to 

maintain a specified RBC level at a specified confidence level at the end of the three-

year projection period.  For example, if the decision was made that GHMSI should 

maintain a 200% RBC level at a 98% confidence level, Milliman would calculate the 

amount of surplus (expressed as an RBC level) that GHMSI would need at the beginning 

of the projection period to maintain a 200% RBC level at a 98% confidence level at the 

end of the projection period.   

 

DC Appleseed has asked questions regarding the assumptions with respect to GHMSI’s 

operations during the projection period that were used to construct the three-year pro forma 

income statement, as well as repeated questions regarding R&A’s review of those 

assumptions.  DC Appleseed’s April 25, 2014 correspondence also states on page 7 that:  

“…on April 1, DISB for the first time stated that the pro forma projection model incorporates 

premiums, losses, investment income, other income and taxes over a three-year period.”     

 

As a threshold matter, we think it is important to point out that several of the key 

assumptions that Milliman used in the pro forma income statement model, as well as the 

manner in which Milliman developed its pro forma model, were described in the Milliman 

Development of Optimal Surplus Target Range Report dated May 31, 2011, a public report 

that has been available to you since it was posted on the DISB website on June 7, 2012.5  The 

fact that Milliman used assumptions to develop the pro forma income statement model—in 

fact, the actual value of key assumptions-- is not new information that was not publicly 

available to DC Appleseed.     

 

Our analysis of the projection model included a review of all of the assumptions used in the 

Milliman pro forma income statement model.  We found those assumptions to be reasonable 

and did not believe it was necessary or appropriate to make any adjustments to those 

assumptions as they were used by Milliman (i.e., as baseline assumptions).  However, as 

described below, we effectively made numerous adjustments to some of those baseline 

                                                 
5 See pages 21-22 of the Milliman 2011 Report.  The assumptions described in the 2011 Report include the pricing 

margin on non-FEP insured business; investment earnings rate; and significant tax information.   
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assumptions through the probability distribution selections made as a part of Step 1, 

described above.    

 

Certain assumptions that Milliman needed to use to build the pro forma financial statement—

for example, investment earnings and pricing margins—are elements of GHMSI’s operations 

that are captured in the 13 risk and contingency categories.  For example, three of the 13 risk 

categories consist of equity portfolio risks, bond interest rate changes, and bond portfolio 

impairment risks, which are categories that capture the risks associated with GHMSI’s 

investment portfolio—in other words, its investment earnings.   

 

The probability distributions for each of the 13 risk categories represent the likelihood that 

each risk or contingency will occur and the accompanying severity of the event.  By taking 

into account in those probability distributions the risks associated with assumptions used to 

build the pro forma financial statement (e.g., risks associated with the investment earnings 

assumption, as captured in the three risk categories relating to GHMSI’s investment 

portfolio), our extensive analysis of the probability distributions for the 13 risk categories in 

effect extended to analyzing the baseline assumptions and possible deviations from those 

baseline assumptions.   

 

I hope this analysis and information is helpful.  Please do not hesitate to contact me with any 

questions.   


